Legal Responses to Commercial Transactions Employing Novel Communications Media
More than a century ago, the telegraph 3 revolutionized communications. For the first time, telegraphed messages spanned distances of thousands of miles, eliminating barriers of time and space. 4 The telegraph encouraged settlement of the West and the growth of cultural nationalism, and resulted in the development of the first significant industrial monopoly. 5 This device also significantly affected commerce. Americans formed countless contracts using the telegraph, which quickly became an everyday tool of business. 6 Commercial users also rapidly adopted a later communications technology, tele- Early telegraph systems were simple electrical circuits: when an operator closed a switch at the sending station, current flowed to the recipient's sounder and caused it to click. Telegraph companies have since constructed more complex multiplexing and nationwide switching systems. To send a telegram, a user delivers a message to the office of the telegraph company. The company routes the message through telegraph lines to an office near the recipient, delivering it by hand or through the United States Postal Service. The delivered message is termed a "mailgram. [Vol. 90:1145 type systems. 7 Legal uncertainties hampered these early communications, however, because the new technologies challenged long established rules of contract law and evidence. Eventually, business users and courts developed practices and legal standards accommodating use of the new technologies.
A similar revolution in communications technology is occurring today. Telefacsimile (fax) machines 8 and electronic mail networks 9 have become commonplace features of our "Information Society." 10 Business users transmit information through these systems as readily 7 . Such systems are also known as telex or TWX machines. A teletype user purchases an electrical line, terminal, and teleprinter for individual use and subscribes to a communications service. Subscribers then initiate communications in a fashion similar to dialing a number on an ordinary telephone. The two terminals exchange unique identifiers, or "answerbacks," to verify the parties' identities. See BENJAMIN WRIGHT, THE LAW OF ELECTRONIC COMMERCE § 1.1.3 (1991). The sender then types a message on the teletypewriter, which converts the entered letters into a digital character code. The message is immediately transmitted, decoded and printed by the recipient's teleprinter. Id. Trading Agreement]; ELECTRONIC MESSAGING, supra note 2, at 27. The terminals may be adjacent or thousands of miles apart. In a typical communication, a user types a message into a computer and routes it through a communications network to the "mailbox" of the recipient. See BANKS, supra note 8, at 119-44. The "mailbox" is a storage area for digitally encoded information; the message remains there until the recipient checks the mailbox and reads his messages. Either party may store the message electronically, on magnetic media, or print the message onto paper.
This Note does not distinguish between electronic mail and "electronic data interchange" (EDI). Although both media transmit messages between computers in the same fashion, electronic mail messages consist of ordinary text for individual users to read. In contrast, EDI messages are composed of computer-readable data that accounting and inventory systems can manipulate without human intervention. See ALVIN TOFFLER, POWERSHIFf 120-21 (1990) . For sources that consider the differences between electronic mail and EDI, see WRIGHT, supra note 7; Report and Model Trading Agreement, supra note 9.
10. See, e.g., Debra J. Mayberry, Introductory Note to FACSIMILE USERS' DIRECTORY at v (Debra J. Mayberry ed., 1990); CARL TOWNSEND, ELECTRONIC MAIL AND BEYOND 11 (1984 and quickly as by telephone, circumventing the delays and expense of delivery services. I I This capability allows parties to negotiate and enter into complex written agreements with all the efficiency that our fast-paced and global business environment demands. I 2 These devices also expedite more mundane commercial relationships, such as invoice and purchase order submission. In this context, telefacsimile or electronic mail use reduces transmission delays, inventory costs, and the amount of paper produced in the transaction. I 3 Not surprisingly, legal rules have failed to maintain the pace of this rapid change in technology. Few courts have considered the use of these technologies in a commercial setting. As happened in the early days of telegraphy, the resulting legal uncertainty hinders development of the new media and encourages inefficient business practices. Wary business users, unsure of how the law of evidence and contracts will govern electronically recorded transactions, often exchange copies of such communications by messenger or mail. I 4 This resort to older, slower media allows contracting parties to be certain of the operative law, but eliminates the advantages that prompted the use of telefacsimile and electronic mail systems.
Many business users are less cautious, however, so courts will increasingly encounter contracts recorded through these new media without reference to a traditional document. Is Pessimistic observers worry that the standards developed by courts will undercut the efficiency of the technologies they embrace;I 6 of course, these standards quickly becoming a requirement in the modern office.").
12. An attorney recently noted that: The full power of the fax hit me when I was putting together a deal in Germany a few months ago. Three of the parties were in Bonn, the other in Las Vegas.
We sent the German proposal to the American by fax. Five minutes later he returned the same document to us with some suggested changes in the wording. The Germans agreed, put their initials on the changes, and faxed back the American's fax. The Nevada party signed on the dotted line and returned the finalized contract. The whole process took only 20 minutes. This Note analyzes contemporary business practices and specific characteristics of the new media, and suggests a judicial response consonant with courts' approaches to the earlier technologies of telegraphy and teletype. Part I examines the effect of the Statute of Frauds and rules of authentication upon contracts formed using these media. It concludes that documents produced by telefacsimile and electronic mail systems should be considered ordinary writings. Part II considers the Best Evidence Rule and argues that telefacsimiles and electronic mail transmissions should be considered the best evidence of the contract they memorialize. Part III evaluates doctrines of liability allocation in the event of a transmission error while employing these media. It concludes that these doctrines are based upon theories of agency, common carriage, and contract law, rather than characteristics of individual media, and that telefacsimile and electronic mail systems do not require reconsideration of these doctrines. This Note concludes that telefacsimile and electronic mail services, like earlier systems of telegraphy and teletype, should be recognized as legally acceptable media for contract formation. Two legal rules, the Statute of Frauds and the evidentiary requirement of authentication, have hindered the use of telefacsimile and electronic mail systems in commercial transactions. 2° First, the Statute of Frauds requires certain contracts to be written and signed if they are to be legally binding. 21 Unfortunately, these new technologies cannot transmit handwritten signatures, and the application of the term "writing" to telefacsimiled documents and intangible electronic messages is subject to debate. Second, the requirement of authentication, a condition precedent for the admissibility of evidence, "is satisfied by evidence sufficient to support a finding that the matter in question is what its proponent claims." 22 Parties can authenticate ordinary handwritten or typed documents by demonstrating that a claimed connection exists between an individual and the writing. 23 A stricter standard of authentication might be warranted for newer technologies, however, if these media are unreliable or particularly prone to fraud.
Since litigants must meet both the authentication and Statute of Frauds requirements to prove the existence of certain contracts, and each requirement limits the perpetration of fraud or occurrence of mistake, 24 26. See CoRBIN, supra note 24, § 275 ("The purpose of [the Statute] was to prevent the foisting of an obligation of specified classes by perjury upon one who had never assented to assume it.").
27. The Uniform Sales Act provides: A contract to sell or a sale of any goods or choses in action of the value of five hundred dollars or upwards shall not be enforceable by action unless the buyer shall accept part of the goods or choses in action so contracted to be sold or sold, and actually receive the same, or give something in earnest to bind the contract, or in part payment, or unless some note or memorandum in writing of the contract or sale be signed by the party to be charged or his agent in that behalf. UNIF. SALES ACT § 4, 1 U.L. A. 17 (1922) .
28. U.C.C. § 2-201(1) (1990) . Although this discussion is limited to the Statute of Frauds, the U.C.C. also has a writing requirement in other sections, e.g., § § 2A-201(1)(b) (lease contracts), 7-202(2) (warehouse receipts), 9-203(1)(a) (security arrangements). The U.C.C. is the first version of the Statute of Frauds to define "writing." Section 1-201(46) provides that the term writing "includes printing, typewriting, or any other intentional reduction to tangible form." U.C.C. § 1-201(46) (1990 Another early decision considering a more common means of communication, the lead pencil, further demonstrates courts' broad reading of the Statute. In Clason v. Bailey, 39 the court enforced a contract written in pencil under the writing requirement of the Statute of Frauds. It considered the essence of writing to be the expression of ideas by letters rather than the "mode or manner of impressing those letters." 40 The decision acknowledged the development of communications technology, reviewing means of writing such as iron pen on stone, metal, and waxed tablets, and finally ink on paper. The court added that the acceptable means of writing have "been left to be governed by public convenience and usage; and as far as questions have arisen on this subject, the Courts have, with great latitude and liberality, left the parties to their own discretion." 41 A reference to a requirement of "durability and safety" of the completed writings tempered this dictum. 42. The common law has gone so far to regulate writings, as to make it necessary that a deed should be written on paper or parchment, and not on wood or stone. This was for the sake of durability and safety; and this is all the regulation that the law has prescribed. 14 Johns. at 491.
[Vol. 90:1145 holder, or whether his pen be a copper wire a thousand miles long. In either case the thought is communicated to the paper by the use of the finger resting upon the pen; nor does it make any difference that in one case common record ink is used, while in the other case a more subtle fluid, known as electricity, performs the same office. 43 Courts usually paid little attention to the reliability of telegraphy when considering the fit of telegrams within the Statute of Frauds; those that did favorably compared telegraphy to the postal system. 44 The courts acknowledged that failure to accept telegrams as writings under the Statute of Frauds "would certainly impair the usefulness of modern appliances to modern business, tend to hamper trade, and increase the expense thereof." 45 Little dissent accompanied this rule; indeed, later decisions in this area seldom questioned the categorization of telegrams as writings. 46 Following these analyses, courts also were willing to enforce contracts made using teletype machines under the writing requirement of the Statute of Frauds. As with telegraphy, courts took "a realistic view of modern business practices" and held that teletyped messages satisfied the writing requirement. 47
The Signature Requirement of the Statute of Frauds
In addition to a writing requirement, the Statute of Frauds requires valid contracts to bear the defendant's signature. As with the writing requirement, courts have often considered aflixations that are outside the ordinary meaning attached to the term "signature" -a person's name handwritten in ink. Acceptable substitutes include marks; 48 stamped, 4 9 printed, 50 and typewritten 51 names; and letterheads.52 Courts found each of these variations to be a "signature," relying upon the parties' intent to employ the handwritten signature 43 substitute as an endorsement. 5 3 Consonant with this approach, the law quickly recognized telegraphed "signatures" and approved them within the Statute of Frauds. 54 A recent decision illustrated the rationale of these early cases by considering "[t]he telegram with the typed signature of defendant's name [to have] emanated from the defendant which is responsible for it." 55 In addition to focusing upon the parties' intent, courts also deferred to the routine business use of telegrams as a contracting medium. Courts were similarly quite willing to accept both teletyped "signatures" delivered in teletypewritten form 56 and a teletype terminal's answerback 57 as signatures within the Statute of Frauds.
Authentication
The law of evidence requires that writings must be "authenticated" to be admitted into evidence. 58 Although the rule is said to "defy precise definition," 59 authentication requires proof that an article is what the offering party claims it is. 60 A party seeking to authenticate a message may employ direct evidence to link a document with a person. 61 Witnesses, for example, may testify they observed an individual signing a letter or contract. 62 A court may also accept authenticating evidence such as lay or expert testimony regarding the author's handwriting style. 63 Additionally, such parties may employ circumstantial evidence, such as the document's location or accompanying items, to authenticate that writing. 64 Further, under the reply letter doctrine, courts will admit a letter into evidence as a reply if it responds, with- [Vol. 90:1145 out unusual delay, to a previous letter. 65 This doctrine is based upon the judicial assumption that the mails are reliable. 66
Soon after the introduction of telegraphy, courts faced cases challenging them to develop a concept of authentication suited to the characteristics of the technology. Courts might have demanded elaborate testimony on such matters as the validity and acceptance of the scientific principles which underlie telegraph technology, the reliability of the particular telegraph system involved, or the dependability of the operators who entered messages for transmission. Instead, courts applied the previously established rules of authentication for writings. 67 Because concern for the prevention of fraud and mistake underlie both the Statute of Frauds and the requirement of authentication, this result was consistent with the qualification of telegrams as "writings" within the Statute. 6 8 If courts considered telegrams as safe and as durable69 as other writings for purposes of the Statute of Frauds, they could also readily subject telegrams to the standards of authentication developed for writings. Courts also allowed telegrams to be authenticated in two ways not generally apposite to other documents. First, parties could introduce telegraph company authorization forms, on which customers would write the message they wished to send. 70 Additionally, parties could call an employee of the telegraph company as an authenticating witness. 71 Despite acceptance of telegrams under the Statute of Frauds, a minority of courts disagreed with the notion of telegraphy as a reliable medium worthy of the same evidentiary standards as handwritten documents. 72 The lack of confidentiality of telegrams, accompanied by the increased opportunity for fraud, 73 also concerned courts. Not only were such messages read by the recipient, but employees of the telegraph company also had access to transmitted messages. Occasionally, decisions reflected this caution; for instance, some jurisdictions 65. Id. § 225. 66. INWINKELRIED, supra note 62, at 39. 67. 29 AM. JuR. 2o Evidence § 883 (1967) ("A telegram, like any other document, is admissible in evidence only where authenticated. There must be some competent proof that it is genuine and that it was written and sent by the person whose name it bears.") (footnotes omitted). [While] it is unnecessary to disclose the intelligence contained in a letter to any one to effect its transportation by mail, it is absolutely necessary to disclose intelligence to at least two operators to effect its transmission by telegraph. Consequently, the telegraph offers far greater opportunity to deliver fraudulent answers to inquiries than the mail does. MORRIS GRAY, A TREATISE ON COMMUNICATION BY TELEGRAPH § 135 (1885).
refused to authenticate reply telegrams as they would reply letters. 74 Such telegrams had to be authenticated like ordinary telegrams. Later decisions, responding to the increasing reliability and acceptance of this medium, rejected this exception to the 'reply letter doctrine. 75 Courts also broadly accepted teletyped messages as writings and held them to the same standards of authentication as more traditional writings. 76 Contemporary judicial attitudes toward contracts memorialized through telegraph or teletype are thus straightforward with regard to the Statute of Frauds and authentication requirements. Courts consider such contracts as writings within the Statute of Frauds, and will also accept typed names as substitutes for handwritten signatures. Additionally, some decisions regard teletype terminals' answerbacks as signatures. Parties may also authenticate both sorts of messages as readily as more traditional writings, without regard to a detailed showing of the technical underpinnings or reliability of the media.
B. Novel Communications Media, the Statute of Frauds and Authentication

Telefacsimile Machines..
For both the Statute of Frauds and the authentication requirements, the threshold question is whether courts will adopt telefacsimiles as writings. If so, the writing portion of the Statute would be satisfied, and adoption of the standard of authentication that exists for other writings would follow. 77 The policy of deference to commercial use displayed in the telegraph and teletype cases may lead contemporary judges to accept telefacsimiles as writings also. The nearly universal presence and extensive use of telefacsimile machines in modern offices supports finding telefacsimiled messages to be "writings." The Uniform Commercial Code also supports acceptance: a telefacsimile should logically be considered an "intentional reduction to tangible form." 78 Further, a court will likely imply assent to one who telefacsimiles a document bearing his signature to a commercial partner. 80 the court simply equated telefacsimiles to photocopies, and found no greater uncertainty or opportunity for fraud through the use of telefacsimiles than for original documents. The court wrote that technological improvements in communication "should be considered, and, unless there are compelling reasons for rejection, they should be encouraged, applied, and approved." 81 In People v. Hagan, 82 the court faced a choice between the standard for telegrams or the standard for computer records as the appropriate authentication standard of telefacsimiled documents. In most jurisdictions, telegrams are authenticated like any other writing. 83 Computer records, however, require proof that the "generating system was standard, unmodified, and properly operated. "84 Although the Hagan court did not select a standard, it did consider a telefacsimile "more trustworthy than the telegram since it does not rely on a transcribing of the document at the receiving end. " 85 This conclusion supports applying the lower standard of writings for telefacsimiles, rather than the standard of computer records.
The Beatty and Hagan courts analyzed telefacsimiles by measuring them against earlier media for which well-established legal norms exist. Both concluded that the reliability of the new technology rivals that of telegraphy and photocopying, and that telefacsimiles therefore similarly warrant approval under the Statute of Frauds and the standards of authentication for ordinary writings. Such comparisons must carefully consider the specific characteristics of the contrasted media, however. The level of trust commercial users place in a technology, often referred to in earlier telegraph and teletype cases but not considered in Beatty or Hagan, offers another measure of dependability. The overwhelming business acceptance of devices such as telefacsimile machines strongly evidences their trustworthiness. Commercial acceptance does not end the inquiry, however, for legal standards may dictate, in addition to being dictated by, business practices. Courts should exercise caution when approving new technologies, and fully examine their unique characteristics when considering the possibility of mistake, fraud, and perjury. a. Difficulties with telefacsimile machines. Telefacsimile machines possess unique characteristics that may increase the opportunity for mistake or fraud as compared with ordinary writings. These factors are not, however, sufficiently distressing to warrant the removal of telefacsimiles from the scope of the term "writing." The first distinguishing feature, the tendency for telefacsimiled documents to deteriorate, departs significantly from ordinary paper, and works against the requirement that a writing must be both durable and safe to be within the Statute of Frauds. 86 Current telefacsimile technology prints the recipient's document through the oxidation of chemically treated, thermally activated paper. 87 This treatment renders the resulting document susceptible to darkening. Some observers indicate that telefacsimiles will deteriorate in less than a week when exposed to bright light, and even those safely stored can become unreadable in two years or less. 8 8 In addition to generating fragile documents, telefacsimile machines sometimes skip lines, paragraphs, or even entire pages during the transmission process. 89 A court recently faced this problem in American Multimedia Inc. v. Dalton Packaging, 90 where a supplier failed to receive a page of a telefacsimiled purchase order. The missing page contained an arbitration clause, which became relevant when the purchaser received allegedly defective goods. Since the disputing parties had previously made use of the same purchase order form, and the portion of the document received referred to the missing page, the court held the supplier had notice of the arbitration clause. The resolution of this issue becomes more difficult when a course of dealing rationale does not apply.
A third troubling characteristic of telefacsimile technology is the heightened opportunity for individuals to commit fraud by altering documents. The use of original documents, rather than telefacsimiles, provides greater assurance that the document is accurate and unmodified. For this reason, the banking industry in particular has become increasingly wary of accepting payment orders via telefacsimile. Anecdotes describe thieves cutting signatures from company communications, attaching them to payment orders, and sending the order to the bank. 92 The quality of telefacsimiled documents makes these frauds difficult to detect, even if accepted sciences such as signature analysis are employed. 93 Current telefacsimile technology is also susceptible to page-swapping 94 and alteration of the indicated source of the telefacsimile. 9s b. Responses to these concerns. Although the propensity of telefacsimiles toward darkening, skipped lines or pages, and undetected alteration is worrisome, these characteristics should not render telefacsimiled contracts invalid under the Statute of Frauds, or increase the required standard of authentication beyond that of ordinary writings. First, darkened documents are often difficult to read, but they do not noticeably increase the opportunity for fraud, perjury, or mistake, the chief concern of these standards. Courts have accepted far more fragile media in the past. 96 Furthermore, courts have held that even writings which are lost or destroyed satisfy the Statute of Frauds. 97 Telefacsimiles rendered unreadable through aging or exposure to light fit easily within this category. The self-interest of parties who have selected the telefacsimile as a contracting medium and are aware of its limitations provides an additional safeguard. These parties are capable of recording important telefacsimiled documents on a more stable medium, by photocopying or other techniques. 98 Skipped pages or other telefacsimile errors are also not so pervasive as to disqualify telefacsimiled documents as writings for the purposes of the Statute of Frauds or authentication. Mistakes occur in other means of communication as well. Mailed documents get damaged or fail to arrive, telegrams become garbled in transmission, and it is sometimes difficult to hold a conversation over the telephone. Nonetheless, contracting parties continue to rely heavily on these media, for such events are recognized business acceptance of the telefacsimile, rather than a casual comparison with telegraphy or photocopiers, should guide courts in setting standards of authentication.9 9
The final distinguishing feature of telefacsimiles, their susceptibility to undetected alteration, presents a question of approach with respect to the Statute of Frauds. Some courts and commentators have considered the problem of fraudulent document changes not as a Statute of Frauds issue, but as one of contract formation. 100 This conclusion sidesteps the principle role of the Statute of Frauds, the preservation of the terms of a contract. If the submitted memorandum presents a significant likelihood of fraud, the Statute of Frauds cannot truly be satisfied. The better analysis looks first to the primary thrust of the Statute: "whether the contract was made as alleged and whether there is any substantial danger that it is being established by perjury and fraud." 101 A Statute of Frauds defense to telefacsimiled contracts, however, should not necessarily be recognized under this approach. Other sorts of duplicative techniques present greater difficulties. Carbon copies, for example, fail to reflect changes in the original document once detached, but have long been accepted as memoranda within the Statute of Frauds. 102 Concern for the possibility of fraudulent alteration also motivates the authentication requirement for writings. Only if telefacsimiles present a sufficiently greater opportunity for fraud than other documents, such as telegrams or handwritten letters, is a stricter standard of authentication justified. Although telefacsimiles present possibilities for alteration which were not feasible with earlier technologies, these opportunities do not justify imposing a stricter standard of authentication. Indeed, no special authentication standards have been promulgated for carbon copies, 103 which offer greater opportunities for fraud than telefacsimiles. Further, many telefacsimile machines have the ability to generate transaction reports, which provide a record of the documents sent and received, the date and time of the transmissions, the length of the telefacsimiled documents, and the phone number of the other party. 104 These reports provide an additional de- The increasing reliability of newer telefacsimile machines should lessen the opportunity for fraud and mistake. For instance, the recent introduction of telefacsimile machines which employ ordinary, rather than thermally activated, paper has lessened worries of sudden deterioration of important telefacsimiled documents. 106 Innovations such as these are often expensive, however. Even as prices drop, older forms of the technology frequently find their way into new markets.101 The rapid spread of refinements should not be relied upon to resolve problematic aspects of new technologies. Courts will continue to encounter, and must be sure to recognize, these unique traits of telefacsimile communication for years to come.
Electronic Mail
As with telefacsimiles, the threshold question is whether contracts memorialized through electronic mail constitute legal "writings." No court has yet considered this issue. 108 Courts' broad interpretation of "writing" in other contexts strongly indicates that electronic mail should fare equally well 1mder the Statute of Frauds. The novel characteristics of this medium, however, require an even broader interpretation of the Statute than for any established technology. For example, transactions conducted through electronic mail do not necessarily involve a "tangible form" as the Uniform Commercial Code requires.109 Unlike telegraph, teletype, and telefacsimile technologies, the transmitted data may remain in electronic form, or be stored on magnetic media rather than paper. The signature requirement may also prove troubling. Either a mere indication of the message's source may be deemed to constitute a "signature," or some other aspect of the technology must suffice.
Despite the unique features of electronic mail, the writing requirement of the Statute of Frauds should be less of a concern for contracts memorialized through this media than it may initially appear. Although electronic mail transmissions do not necessarily involve writings, users may employ these computer systems to generate a pa- per record at any point in the process. 110 Electronic mail systems are more flexible than the other communications systems considered here, in that paper may be generated, but more efficient storage mechanisms may be used as well. 111 Most of the paper produced by these systems will likely be generated at some time following the start of the contract, such as when a conflict has arisen. This characteristic is not necessarily a fatal flaw under the Statute of Frauds, however; dilatory memorialization of contracts has not voided such documents in the past.112
The signature requirement of the Statute of Frauds is not resolved so readily. In the normal course of events an electronic message cannot be accompanied by a handwritten signature. But several possible replacements for a normal signature seem appropriate, including a confirmation technology resembling a teletype terminal's answerback feature, 113 the user's use of a network access code, 114 perhaps in combination with the input of a "send" or "post" command which results in message transmission, 115 or simply the inclusion of the sender's typewritten name at the close of the message.
Of these options, the last is most desirable. The acceptance of answerbacks as signature substitutes for teletyped documents is more troubling than judicial approval of telegraphed names as signatures. Every teletype communication includes an exchange of answerbacks, not merely those where an individual intends to validate a contract. 116 Similarly, user access codes and system commands merely provide users with the capability to send and to receive messages. The intent to be bound by the terms of the contract, readily inferred from the signing of a document, should not be so implied from using the necessary elements of a technology. 117 In contrast, a judicial determination that a voluntarily typed name accompanying an electronic mail 110. Of course, the integrity of the system's storage, retrieval and printing mechanisms becomes increasingly important here as well. See infra notes 121-24 and accompanying text. 113. Internet, a national electronic mail network, has proffered draft standards for authentication of messages based on public key encryption. "Developers of the technology say the encryption will provide users with 'digital envelopes' that cannot be opened except by the addressee, and the contents will have 'digital signatures' that cannot be forged. The courts' unwillingness to upset settled business practice through rulings on the technical requirements of the law of evidence lends additional support to the conclusion that contracts made and recorded on electronic mail systems should survive scrutiny under the Statute of Frauds. The use of electronic mail in a commercial context is widespread, 119 and some observers have predicted a staggering increase of use within the next five years. 120 This trend should bolster legal findings that electronic mail is a legally valid commercial medium.
In contrast, commercial acceptance does not necessarily justify inclusion of electronic mail messages within the ordinary authentication standards for writings. Since such messages are ordinarily stored in the memory unit of general purpose computer systems, 121 their introduction into evidence raises questions both of origin and manner of storage. As such, electronic mail messages should be subject to both the same authentication standards as any computer record, and the requirement of showing a connection of a person with the message. The former standard is more burdensome: as with early telegraph systems, the susceptibility of computer systems to mistake or fraud concerns many observers. 122 Authentication of a computer record consists of a showing of the "process or system used to produce a result and showing that the process or system produces an accurate result."123 Such a standard requires a showing of the reliability of the equipment and programs used, the method o( entering and storing the data in the system, and the measures taken to assure the accuracy of the system. 124
118. See supra notes 48-53 and accompanying text. Because courts have considered testi· mony beyond the face ofa writing to determine whether a writing is "signed," see CORBIN, supra note 24, § 522; electronic mail message headings, which indicate a message's source and time of delivery, see BANKS, supra note 8, at 133 No court has yet considered what constitutes competent evidence that an individual sent an electronic offer or acceptance. 125 This standard of authentication should depend upon the reliability of electronic mail systems. The more confidence placed in a medium, the more deference the medium should receive for authentication and other evidentiary issues. As with other media employing electricity, errors in electronic mail messages may result from low quality transmission lines, radio interference, electrical storms, power supplies, various properties of switching and signaling equipment, and numerous other sources. 126 These concerns are amplified for systems like electronic mail, which transmit encoded characters, 127 rather than the encoded images of telefacsimile machines 128 or converted sound of telephones.129 The consequences of an unintended alteration of the transmitted electrical signal may result in altered characters, rather than miscolored dots and completely incomprehensible images on a telefacsimile, or mere background noise and garbled voices over a telephone.
To negate these sources of error and increase the accuracy of transmitted data in electronic mail systems, designers have developed errorcorrecting protocols. 130 Such protocols introduce redundancy into the data when it is sent. 131 The transmission of a message multiple times presents a simple redundancy, 132 although more efficient schemes have been developed. 133 Despite these protocols, designers expect undetected errors to occur; 134 a typical error-correcting protocol provides a probability of undetected error on the order of three bits, or digits in the binary number system employed by electronic computer sysonerous. Unlike corporate mainframe computers, the personal computers used in these smaller settings typically employ unaudited software with few security measures. Whether courts should develop authentication standards which are more appropriate for typical personal computer systems is outside the scope of this Note. terns, 135 in one hundred million. 136 Although this appears to be an extremely strong assurance of data accuracy, modern communication systems transmit a phenomenal number of bits. For example, the newly proposed gigabit network, a national electronic mail network, will operate at speeds of one billion bits per second or more. 137 If systems designers employ the aforementioned error-correcting code, operators of this system could discover as many as thirty transmission errors each second in a "worst-case" scenario. Fortunately, proper use of powerful error-correcting protocols can provide nearly errorfree data transmission, 138 and this network need not be nearly so error prone. Service providers may simply dispatch more redundant data with transmitted messages, allowing more accurate operation of an error-correcting protocol, although decreasing the rate by which the network may transmit information.139 Considerations of these design trade-offs should weigh heavily during the establishment of a presumption of reliability, and therefore the appropriate standard of authentication, for various electronic mail systems. Thus, courts should consider testimony concerning a system's error-correcting protocols, as well as the method, accuracy, and security of its storage and retrieval mechanisms, 140 to reach a sensible determination of the system's reliability and susceptibility to fraud and error. Ordinary standards of authentication are appropriate only if system designers have implemented protocols which ensure the reliable exchange of information. Such a standard not only prevents fraud, perjury, and mistake, but encourages business users to utilize those 135. Each binary digit, or bit, has a value of 0 or 1, corresponding to the presence of low or high voltage in the transmitted electrical signal. Computers and electronic mail systems represent alphabetic or numerical characters with a fixed number of bits. System designers usually set this number at eight, and call the 8-bit units "bytes." See FRED HALSALL, INTRODUCflON TO DATA COMMUNICATIONS AND COMPUTER NETWORKS 11 (1985) . If an undetected transmission error alters the value of one or more bits, the receiving unit will interpret the byte as a different character. For example, a system employing the Extended Binary-Coded Decimal In· terchanged Code (EBCDIC) will transmit the number "7" as "11110111." Ifthe right-most bit is changed during transmission to "O," the receiving unit will read "11110110," which is then interpreted as the number "6" under the EBCDIC. See BRITT RORABAUGH, DATA COMMUNI· CATIONS AND LoCAL AREA NETWORKING HANDBOOK 16, 19 (1985) .
136. This protocol adds 25 bits to each block of 1000 bits according to the "cyclical redundancy check" detecting scheme. This figure assumes use of an "automatic repeat request" system, which requests data retransmission once it detects an error. FITZGERALD, supra note 131, at 249. electronic mail services with accuracy appropriate for commercial dealings.
Neither the often maligned 141 Statute of Frauds nor the evidentiary requirement of authentication impeded the adoption of telegraphy or teletype as valid means of conducting and memorializing commercial transactions. When considering these media, courts relied primarily on their commercial acceptance, rather than on a more technical evaluation of their reliability or susceptibility to fraud. Under this approach, the widespread acceptance of both telefacsimile and electronic mail technology should readily extinguish a Statute of Frauds defense for contracts conducted through these technologies. However, concerns over increased opportunity for fraud and mistake in new technologies may warrant more difficult standards of authentication for these technologies, particularly for electronic mail networks that employ insufficient error-correcting techniques.
II. THE BEST EVIDENCE RULE
The Best Evidence Rule presents separate evidentiary concerns for users of telefacsimile machines and electronic mail systems. 142 The Rule provides that the offering party must produce an available original to prove the terms of a document. 143 Here too, characteristics of these novel media strain legal conceptions that are ordinarily straightforward. Unlike copying by hand or photocopier, the processes employed by telefacsimile and electronic mail systems make proper identification of an "original document" difficult. Curiously, an analysis of available authority indicates that the rules governing electronic mail, the newest media considered here, are largely settled, 144 while those concerning telefacsimile machines, the earliest of these technologies, 145 remain unsettled. Section II.A of this Part reviews the development of the Best Evidence Rule, including its reach to electronic mail messages. Section II.B argues that telefacsimiles should also be considered as best evidence within the scope of this rule. 
A. The Development of the Best Evidence Rule
Scholars have linked the Best Evidence Rule with the ancient pleading doctrine of profert in curia. 146 This doctrine essentially required a plaintiff to allege that he could produce a document on which his suit was founded. 147 The rule requiring production of original documents grew gradually out of this doctrine, 148 reaching its apotheosis in 1700 as Chief Justice Holt said "the best proof that the nature of the thing will afford is only required." 149 Most modem commentators give a more narrow reading to the Best Evidence Rule, confining it to a requirement that parties produce available original documents rather than copies. 150 Observers differ on the appropriate rationale for the Best Evidence Rule; possible theories include a desire to prevent fraud, cognizance of the high probability of error when individuals manually transcribe copies, and belief that a substantial risk of error exists when the terms of a writing are disclosed through oral testimony.1 51
The development of telegraphy introduced a new wrinkle into this doctrine. Jurisdictions differed on whether the "original" writing was the message as delivered to the telegraph company for transmission, or the telegram ultimately received. 152 These cases framed the issue as one of contract law rather than evidence. 153 Some courts considered the telegraph company to be the agent of an individual sending a message. 154 As such, the sender was responsible for the telegram's contents even in case of an error. 155 This substantive law dictated that the telegram as received was the original. 156 Other courts deemed employee rather than agency status more appropriate for telegraph companies, and denied the existence of a contract formed on the basis of transmissions where an error had occurred. 157 Thus, the original document was the message delivered to the telegraph company. 158
The impact of the Best Evidence Rule softened considerably as duplication techniques developed beyond scriveners toiling in candle-lit halls. Initially, courts excepted carbon copies from the Rule, under the rationale that the same impression made both original and duplicate.159 Courts labeled such copies "duplicate originals." 160 Photocopies and products of other technologies lacked this characteristic, but the Uniform Photographic Copies of Business and Public Records as Evidence Act161 and Article X of the Federal Rules of Evidence 162 ultimately accepted them as best evidence as well. One court justified this result by noting that the chief concern of the Best Evidence Rule was the human frailty of a copier, as a Bob Cratchit, fingers numbed by the cold in the counting house and fraught with anxiety over the health of Tiny Tim, might distractedly misplace a decimal, invert a pair of digits or drop a line. A Xerox machine, by way of contrast, does not worry about Tiny Tim and does not, therefore, misplace decimal points, invert digits, drop lines, or suffer any of the mental lapses that flesh is heir to.163
The latest communications technology, electronic mail, presents perplexing questions regarding the original document requirement of the Best Evidence Rule. Since this medium employs intangible electronic transmissions instead of paper during the communications process, determination of which -if any -of the transmissions should be considered an original document is difficult. Most of these issues have been mooted, however, by Article X of the Federal Rules of Evidence, which considers a broad range of computer-generated documents.164 As with telegrams, determination of the original electronic mail transmission will be governed by a jurisdiction's substantive law of contracts. 164. See FED. R. Evm. 1001 advisory committee's note ~ 1 ("Present day techniques have expanded methods of storing data, yet the essential form which the information ultimately assumes for usable purposes is words and figures. Hence the considerations underlying the rule dictate its expansion to include computers, photographic systems, and other modem developments.").
[Vol. 90:1145 other output readable by sight, shown to reflect the data accurately, is an 'original.' " 1 6 5 Since electronic mail messages are ordinarily stored on general purpose computers or similar systems, their introduction into evidence poses no difficulties under the current language of the Best Evidence Rule. 166 Under this rule, computer printouts of electronic mail transmissions should fare as well as telegrams for purposes of determining the best evidence.16 7 B. Telefacsimiles and the Best Evidence Rule Surprisingly, questions linger over the application of the Best Evidence Rule to telefacsimiled documents, despite the maturity and broader use of telefacsimile machines relative to electronic mail. Of course, the substantive law of contracts governs transactions conducted by telefacsimile. But unlike the other technologies considered here, the telefacsimile transmits images of documents, prompting some courts to draw analogies with photocopiers rather than telegraphy or teletype. 168 Indeed, the term "telefacsimile" itself implies duplication as well as communications capabilities. Consideration of the telefacsimile machine as a duplication technology, albeit as one more susceptible to error or fraud than a modern photocopier, 1 6 9 adds uncertainty to the potential admissibility of telefacsimiles within the Best Evidence Rule. The few courts that have considered this issue have approved telefacsimiled documents under the Rule, 170 although at least one dissenting voice exists. 111
Several arguments support the majority position. First, the Federal Rules of Evidence may be read to include telefacsimiled documents as duplicates, which are admissible to the same extent as an original. 172 The definition of duplicate includes "a counterpart produced by ... electronic rerecording, ... or by other equivalent techniques which accurately reproduces the original."173 Despite the 165. FED. R. Evrn. 1001(3). 166. Assurance that the message as stored is the one that the sender originally forwarded is presumably met by the authentication requirements for such messages. See supra notes 121-39 and accompanying text.
167. But see WRIGHT, supra note 7, § 10.5 (noting two somewhat attenuated ambiguities with respect to the Best Evidence Rule and electronic mail messages, and arguing that the Rule should not apply to such messages). chance of error during telefacsimile machine transmissions,17 4 few would argue that telefacsimiled documents are ordinarily inaccurate reproductions. The telefacsimile machine may be distinguished from the more localized duplication techniques mentioned in the Federal Rules, 175 however, because it is primarily a communications device· which operates through long-distance duplication.
A second argument for admission of telefacsimiles under the Best Evidence Rule concedes that telefacsimiles are physically only copies, but contends that they are the documents actually relied upon by one party in a commercial setting. 176 As such, telefacsimiles should be treated as legally operative originals. Courts have accepted this reasoning in other contexts, 177 and have also adopted local rules allowing attorneys to file court documents through the telefacsimile machine. 178 These courts consider, and often stamp, telefacsimiled filings as "original" when received, tacitly approving this argument. 179 An examination of the purposes of the Best Evidence Rule also demonstrates that it should not bar the admission of telefacsimiles. 180 Telefacsimile machines do not generate the kinds of error which motivated the Best Evidence Rule. 181 Unlike manual copying, the telefacsimile process cannot invert, delete, or insert characters into a writing. Although errors such as line or page skipping occur infrequently, 182 telefacsimile machine users typically adopt protocols, such as numbering the pages and paragraphs of telefacsimiled documents, to ensure accurate communication. 183 Judicial acceptance of computer generated evidence, which is more prone to mistake or fraud than a telefacsimile, 184 further indicates that telefacsimiles should be adopted as best evidence.
As commercial use of telefacsimiles becomes commonplace, courts officer allowed a loan in reliance upon either a telefacsimile or a photocopy of a telefacsimile of a fraudulent letter. The court upheld the admissibility of this document on other grounds, but mentioned the argument that the bank had relied on the telefacsimile. The court also upheld the defendant's conviction of wire fraud. Although most users consider telegraph, teletype, telefacsimile, and electronic mail technologies to be extremely reliable, 185 communication errors still occur. Sources of these errors range from atmospheric phenomena to properties of the transmitting equipment itself. 186 If any of these events takes place, the contents of the message, including key contractual terms such as price or quantity, may be altered. 187 This Part examines the legal consequences of such modifications. Section III.A evaluates competing views on whether an offeror is bound by the contractual terms as he sent them, or as they were received, through telegraph and teletype systems. This section also explores the potential liability of the telegraph or teletype company for such lapses. Section 111.B applies these standards to telefacsimile and electronic mail systems, while also noting the significance of modern business practices and error-correcting protocols to the development of appropriate liability allocation standards. This Part concludes that the competing views of liability allocation rest on theories of agency, common carriage, and contract law, rather than characteristics of individual media, and argues that these doctrines should be unaffected by the advent of new technologies.
A. Telegraph and Teletype
As a consequence of the frailty of early telegraphy, courts heard a large number of cases concerning transmission errors altering crucial contract terms. 188 From these decisions, two views on the validity of the modified contract and the liability of the telegraph company emerged. A minority of cases considered the telegraph company to be the offeror's agent, and bound the offeror to the terms of the message The majority of the courts facing this issue, although similarly considering telegraph companies to be common carriers, came to a much different result. These courts used this status not to hold the company to a high standard of care, but to deny an agency relationship between the carrier and its customer. 194 These courts recognized that telegraph companies did not have the offeror's authority to alter a submitted message, 195 nor could the offeror supervise the company's operations. 196 Instead, the telegraph company merely served the function of providing rapid communication. 197 Furthermore, because each party had agreed to different terms, these courts denied the existence of a contract. 198 These decisions allowed injured parties to recover damages from the telegraph company for negligent conduct, 199 but upheld the contractual limit on liability maintained by the telegraph company, which typically restricted recovery to the transmission fee unless the user paid a higher fee for multiple transmissions. 200 In sum, then, the majority of courts adopted the principle that parties could not form a contract through erroneously altered telegraph transmissions. A significant minority of jurisdictions, 201 however, maintained that the sender was the principal of the telegraph company, and bound him to altered contract terms.
The seminal case of Primrose v. Western Union Telegraph Company, 202 concerning telegraphic communications between principal [Vol. 90:1145 and agent, rather than a commercial transaction between parties at arm's length, supports the majority view. Here, a wool dealer sent an encoded message to a purchaser, opting for the standard telegraph transmission fee, rather than the greater fee which included a confirmatory retransmission. A transmission error resulted in the overpurchase of wool and a loss for the dealer. The Supreme Court refused to hold the telegraph company liable, characterizing telegraphy as a media "peculiarly liable to mistakes." 203 Interestingly, it rejected the categorization of telegraph companies as common carriers, yet held them to an analogous standard of care, 204 206 The Kerr court relied upon Hadley v. Baxendale 207 in stating that the telegraph company's liability would be limited to the transmission fee when the telegraph's contents did not disclose the nature of the transaction, and thus did not make the company aware of the probability and magnitude of the harm that might result from its carelessness. 208 The majority position on liability eroded as courts increasingly recognized telegraphy as "essential and indispensable ... to the commercial and social interests of the whole world." 209 Although most courts continued to reject contracts formed on the basis of modified transmissions, they also invalidated contractual limitations on liability established by telegraph companies. 21° Courts offered two reasons for this change. First, courts recognized that after years of experience and technological improvements, telegraphy was no longer a fragile art, but a robust and accurate communications medium. 211 Second, courts that had characterized infant telegraph companies as poor, struggling corporations charging small fees for message transmission were surprisingly candid in their realization that many telegraph companies had become "immensely rich [ Rep. 145 (1854) . This case, a staple of contracts courses, held that a defendant will not be liable for consequential damages resulting from a failure or delay in completing a contract, unless the defendant was aware of the circumstances giving rise to those damages. In Hadley v. Baxendale, the owners of a com mill sued a carrier which had failed to deliver timely an engine shaft. Without the shaft, the plaintiffs could not operate their mill. The court denied the plaintiffs damages for lost profits, stating that in ordinary course, such damages would not have occurred, and that the carrier had no knowledge of the special circumstances present here.
208 Courts have yet to apply these standards to teletype transmission errors, perhaps because of the reliability of this technology. Communication errors may occur, however, even when contracting parties employ this trustworthy medium. The sender might misdial the recipient's teletype number. 215 Also, the recipient's teleprinter might run out of paper during a transmission, continuing to receive, but not record, the incoming message. 216 Judge Posner considered this scenario in Evra Corp. v. Swiss Bank Corp., 217 where the defendant bank failed to comply with a teletyped transfer of funds request. The bank's sloppily maintained teletype machines were the likely cause; the request was never printed or simply mishandled. 218
Despite the likely source of the transmission error, the Evra court held that the sender should have taken additional precautions, for "messages sometimes get lost or delayed in transit among [parties] located 5000 miles apart .... " 21 9 The court also rejected the district court's conclusion that a bank should realize deleterious consequences can spring from a failure to fu1fi11 a transfer of funds request. 220 Although contract formation was not at issue in this decision, the court's rather generous application of Hadley v. Baxendale indicates that the risk of a teletype transmission error may rest with the party that selected the media. Of course, this approach is identical to the rationale supporting the minority view of liability allocation for telegraphy. Evra thus suggests that at least one court will enforce agreements formed through altered teletype transmissions, rather than following the majority view which denies contract status to altered communications by telegraph.
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B. Telefacsimile and Electronic Mail
An examination of the arguments supporting the competing views on liability allocation for telegraph and teletype transmission errors provides guidance for cases involving telefacsimile and electronic mail systems. Most of the arguments depend very little upon the specific nature of the technology, suggesting that either doctrine of liability will readily extend to telefacsimile and electronic mail systems. Courts which deny the formation of a contract because of an altered transmission should continue to do so regardless of which medium is employed. Furthermore, a jurisdiction's acceptance or denial of agency status for telegraph companies should extend to the newer communications technologies.
A more critical distinction may be the potential categorization of electronic communications service providers as common carriers. Most courts, regardless of their view of liability allocation, considered telegraph companies to be common carriers, or placed similar responsibilities upon them. 221 Like traditional common carriers, telegraph companies provide a specified service at a standard price, engage in a business in which the public is deeply concerned, and are bound to serve all customers equally. 222 Although telegraph companies do not ship goods along a route in the manner of a traditional common carrier, the transmission of messages along a telegraph wire provides a ready analogy. These rationales are less persuasive for teletype service providers, telefacsimile machine manufacturers, and electronic mail service providers. A crucial distinction exists between an individual using owned equipment as opposed to hiring another to transmit a message. In contrast to the small fee imposed on the sender of a telegram, the user of these systems must make a significant investment in terminals, printers, modems and telefacsimile machines. Further, such devices simply present different methods of using the existing telephone network. Indeed, for many systems, particularly telefacsimile machines, courts will more accurately view service providers as more closely analogous to product manufacturers than common carriers.
To the extent either view of liability allocation for modified telegraph transmissions relies upon the categorization of telegraph companies as common carriers, the expansion of that view to more modern communication system providers, which are even further removed from traditional ideas of common carriage than their predecessors, becomes increasingly suspect. Since common carrier status is just one of several available rationales for each position, 223 unlikely to be controlling. In this instance, then, the differing aspects of more recent communications technologies do not necessarily mandate changing fundamental notions established during the rise of telegraphy as a commercially accepted medium. Beneath the fundamental standards of liability allocation under the majority and minority views, however, lie details of application to the different technologies. Even under the majority view, if a transmission error results from ordinary or gross negligence, 224 liability will attach to a telegraph company, and thus perhaps to negligent manufacturers and users of telefacsimile machines as well. Like the teletypewriter in Evra, some telefacsimile machines continue to receive messages even when out ofpaper. 225 These systems also cannot guarantee delivery of a telefacsimile to the intended recipient, particularly when the telefacsimile machine is located in a busy mailroom. 226 A commercial partner who allows his telefacsimile machine to run out of paper, or who misplaces an important telefacsimiled document, might be considered negligent. 227 The product design itself might also be considered faulty, thus exposing the manufacturer to liability.
Although theEvra court was not swayed by these arguments, 228 its rationale that communications over thousands of miles are subject to some risk bears reconsideration. Transmissions over distances of this magnitude have become customary in the ordinary course of modern business. Telefacsimile machines are normally quite reliable whether the document is transmitted 5000 miles or the length of a city block; business users properly rely upon them for important communications. 229 Further, the allegedly negligent handling of the Evra plaintiff's teletyped message occurred not over the great distance mentioned by the court, but in the defendant's office after the data had safely arrived. 230 The mishandling would have occurred no matter where the message's source. As business users also accept telefac- 227. The calculus of negligence might also consider the ease with which a telefacsimile's sender can verify its receipt. Typically, a sender can simply call the intended recipient minutes after entering a document into a telefacsimile machine. Such a duty of care is only appropriate for weighty transactions, however, given the inefficiency it engenders and the reliability of telefacsimile machines.
228. See supra notes 217-20 and accompanying text. The court stated that the only issue before it "is whether [the plaintifi] was entitled to consequential damages." 673 F.2d at 955. However, the court was obviously unimpressed with the plaintiff's arguments that the defendant, a Swiss bank, was negligent. "[The plaintiff] should have known that even the Swiss are not infallible; that messages sometimes get lost or delayed in transit among three banks, two of them located 5000 miles apart, even when all banks are using reasonable care; and that therefore it should take its own precautions against the consequences -best known to itself -of a mishap that might not be due to anyone's negligence." 673 F.2d at 957.
229. See Sokasits, supra note 8, at 535. 230. 673 F.2d at 953. [Vol. 90:1145 simile machines as global communications tools, these liability issues warrant further consideration. Under either liability allocation scheme, then, a finding of negligence for mishandling of a commercial telefacsimiled document may be appropriate in facts similar to those of Evra, and the negligent party should bear the loss.
The role of error-correcting protocols 231 in the determination of negligence or breach of warranty also concerns telefacsimile machine manufacturers and electronic mail service providers. Under either a negligence or breach of warranty claim, plaintiffs will be able to demonstrate causation only with difficulty, since the presence of an error-correcting code does not immunize a system from altered transmissions. 2 3 2 If a plaintiff can show causation, courts may look to design standards to determine the adequacy of an existing errorcorrecting code2 33 or whether a code should have been implemented at all. 234 Currently, designers widely employ such protocols in electronic mail systems; 235 use is less frequent but increasing in telefacsimile machines. 236 Even if a system does incorporate an error-correcting code, the gigabit network's theoretical error rate2 37 seems uncomfortably high for many commercial users. Much like early telegraph transmissions, which were liable to the whims of unreliable machinery, bad weather, and inexperienced operators, 238 electronic mail messages are subject to uncontrollable changes. Such an error rate might render this sort of electronic mail network "inherently unreliable" for commercial purposes, as the Primrose court found for early telegraph systems. 239 If so, electronic mail service providers would properly be able to limit their liability, except possibly in instances of gross negligence, under the standards the majority of these early courts provided. 240 Of course, electronic mail, although it is a new technology, has been able to profit from decades of research and experience in the earlier communications systems. Designers may also implement retransmissions or more accurate, albeit less efficient, error-correcting protocols for systems intended for commercial use. These features heighten the propriety of a presumption of reliability, which applied to mature tele- graph systems, for electronic mail networks. 241 Although it is difficult to predict the path courts will take on this issue, factors such as the expectations of users, capabilities of the protocol employed, and promises of the service providers should influence their decision. While no electronic mail network can provide perfect reliability, this technology compares favorably with other media, and a presumption of reliability seems appropriate for typical systems.
In sum, although courts have disagreed on the validity of contracts formed through altered telegrams and the resulting liability of telegraph companies, these conclusions are based upon differing theories of contract law, agency, and common carriage, rather than a careful consideration of the characteristics of telegraphy itself. 242 As a result, these theories of liability allocation are unlikely to change when courts consider new technologies such as the telefacsimile and electronic mail. 243 However, in those jurisdictions where liability is based upon the inherent reliability of a communications medium or the negligence of its operators, telefacsimile machines and electronic mail systems present unique issues. Courts in these jurisdictions should pay careful attention to both the choices made during the design of communications systems and the expectations and customs of modern business users.
CONCLUSION
Much like early telegraph and teletype systems, telefacsimile machines and electronic mail networks present new means for parties to negotiate and memorialize commercial agreements. Although the speed and accuracy of these media make them highly desirable business tools, their novel features strain traditional notions of contract law and evidence. Fortunately, the judicial experience with earlier communications technologies provides an appropriate framework for balancing competing concerns of efficiency and user protection from altered transmissions. The broad reading of the Statute of Frauds in this setting, along with deference to commercial acceptance of these devices, demonstrates that telefacsimiled and electronically mailed contracts should be as readily authenticated and admitted into evidence as more traditional writings. Courts should be cognizant of the special characteristics of these technologies, however, and stand ready to exact heightened evidentiary showings where, as with certain electronic mail systems, the possibility of fraud or mistake seems great.
Courts should also deem telefacsimiles and electronic mail 241. This presumption is consistent with recent case law which subjects computer manufac- messages to be the best evidence of the contracts they record. For electronic mail messages which have been stored on computers and printed, the Federal Rules of Evidence mandate this result. The impact of the Best Evidence Rule on telefacsimiled contracts is not yet settled, but the policy of protection against fraud and mistake that motivates the Rule suggests that telefacsimiles are appropriate best evidence. Courts should consider telefacsimiles to be duplicates or conceptual originals, and parties should be allowed to enter such documents as the best evidence of the contracts they record under the current structure of the Rule.
In the event an error modifies contractual terms as transmitted through a telefacsimile or electronic mail system, courts seeking to allocate liability will undoubtedly turn to contract law developed for telegraph and teletype systems. Although courts hold carriers liable for their negligent conduct, differing views of liability allocation govern when a contract's altered terms are not the result of negligence. Under the majority view, no contract exists when the offer and acceptance state different terms, and the carrier may limit its liability contractually. A minority view binds the offeror to the terms of the altered contract, but allows him recourse against the carrier without regard to contractual limitations. The difference between these stances is due largely to varying notions of contract law, agency, and carriage, rather than different conceptions of the technologies themselves. As such, either doctrine of liability should readily apply to the latest communications technologies.
The doctrines considered here present only a few of the potential legal problems facing commercial users of telefacsimiles and electronic mail systems. 244 Of course, further issues remain, and courts will undoubtedly encounter new communications media, like hypertext, 245 the Integrated Services Digital Network, 246 or technologies not yet dreamed of, long after they settle the rules for the technologies considered here. But the legal issues remain the same, whether the technology is a lead pencil, telegraphy, or electronic mail. Any technology will challenge courts to consider fully the purposes, as well as the letter, of the relevant legal principles, as well as the unique characteristics of that technology. The importance of these decisions should not be underestimated, for they will determine if these technologies will become the foundation of our Information Age, or unfortunately be stifled by antiquated legal doctrine. 
